
A new type of outdoor wood-burning stove 
and BBQ grill tables prolong the Danish 
summer evenings. 
 

 
 
Wood-burning stove manufacturer HWAM A/S from Hørning to launch 
barbecue tables and an outdoor wood-burning stove with glass on all four 
sides on the Danish market. 
The new, outdoor sources of heat will enhance and prolong the cosy 
atmosphere on the terrace on bright summer evenings. 
 
The barbecue tables and the wood-burning stove are part of HWAM's new range, 
HWAM Outdoor, which also includes a fire pit and firewood racks. 
"We are introducing our new outdoor range because we want to take the familiar and 
cosy atmosphere of the indoor wood-burning stove into the garden and on to the 
terrace. It is a very special atmosphere when people gather around the living room 
fire. Now we would also like to give Danes the opportunity to experience it outdoors. 
The cosy sources of heat also provide the opportunity to enjoy your terrace when the 
temperature drops in the evening," says Stefan Hvam Pedersen, CEO of HWAM A/S 
in Hørning. 
 
Glass on all sides 
According to Stefan Hvam Pedersen, the "special" thing about this new type of 
outdoor wood-burning stove, Cubis, is that it has glass on all four sides: 



"This means that you can enjoy the flames from all sides while having a nice glass of 
white wine on the terrace. Forget all about smoke nuisance. Any smoke developed in 
the start-up phase will vanish up the 2m high chimney.  
Cubis is made of sand blast corten steel — hence its beautiful, rusty weathered 
appearance."  
 
"A hit in France" 
The barbecue tables in the new range have been brought to Denmark from France, 
where they have become a hit among the French, who enjoy a get-together in the 
open air, says Stefan Hvam Pedersen: 
"With the cooking plate or cooking grill in the middle, the table has been set for fun 
with family and friends while preparing and enjoying the meal together — it is a 
shared experience — a fun and cosy atmosphere. The insert in the barbecue tables 
can be changed. Choose between charcoal or gas as fuel. Replace the insert with a 
champagne ice bucket and your Vulx Magma or Fusion has been turned into a bar." 
 
Wood storage — a piece of “natural art”  
Available with a pedestal, the fire pit turns into an eye-catching decoration. HWAM 
Outdoor also includes planter boxes, raised garden beds and firewood racks. Like 
the fire-pit and the wood-burning stove, the firewood racks have also been 
manufactured at HWAM A/S´ factory in Hørning: 
"With their simple, beautiful sandblasted corten steel design, they allow you to store 
the wood close to the fireplace. While protecting the firewood from rain from the side 
and top, the firewood racks offer optimal conditions for wood drying in the open. The 
combination of a beautiful, weathered design and framed, stacked wood is nothing 
short of a natural work of art," says Stefan Hvam Pedersen. 
 
 
Photos 
Caption 1: Stefan Hvam Pedersen, CEO of HWAM A/S, with some of the new 
products in the HWAM Outdoor series: Outdoor wood-burning stove with glass on all 
four sides, a fire pit on a pedestal and firewood racks available in six sizes. 
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For further info 
Stefan Hvam Pedersen, CEO, HWAM A/S: 20285848 
 
 
 


